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This monthly newsletter is created as part of GST BOCES Digital Citizenship Initiative, and is shared as part of the 
RICONE DPS service. We enjoy hearing from our readers and welcome your feedback. Send your comments, questions, 
and suggestions to dc@gstboces.org. Visit our website: http://www.gstric.org/digital-citizenship.& GST BOCES

BLUE BELLS
OF KINDNESS

“HOW DO WE CHANGE THE WORLD? 
    ONE RANDOM ACT OF KINDNESS AT A TIME.”

from a tweet by MORGAN FREEMAN (@morgan_freeman) in 2021

5.6

Hardware and  
Software

A computing system is composed of hardware, software, and the 
individuals who use them. Hardware refers to the physical 
components that make up a computing device. Software refers to 
the program instructions that operate on such hardware.

Networks and 
The Internet

Networks are formed by connecting individual devices in a variety 
of ways. Data is stored on one or more devices in a network and 
transferred between devices using a set of protocols or rules. The 
Internet is an example of a global network that transmits data 
between many devices around the world.

Computer Science and Digital  
Fluency Learning Standards

This month we continue our exploration of the NYS Standards as we consider Networks & System 
Design. Networks & System Design includes the subcategories of Hardware and Software & 
Networks and the Internet.

You can incorporate these standards in your curriculum. Here are a few examples:

 Students studying the  
      Industrial Revolution can propose  
      improvements to inventions  
    during that time. 

    Students could research how emerging  
    technologies have advanced health care services  
    and how companies are responding to increased  
   use of streaming services and bandwidth limitations.
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NYSED has examples for all grade levels - for more examples, go to http://go.gstric.org/509-examples  

DO YOU NEED SOMETHING TO DO WITH YOUR  
SPARE TIME?

Volunteer!

Volunteer Opportunities for Teens -  http://go.gstric.org/509-teen-opps  
How to Act when You Volunteer - http://go.gstric.org/509-student-guide 

ALWAYS LOOKING FOR 
NEW VOLUNTEERS 
1. AMERICAN RED CROSS

2. HABITAT FOR HUMANITY

3. THE HUMANE SOCIETY

4. MEALS ON WHEELS

• Use all of your digital skills to locate opportunities so that 
you can give back to your community through volunteering.  

• Or gather your kindness and “pay it forward”.

FIND A LOT 

MORE ONLINE!
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CyberSecurity 
Corner

We aren’t exactly sure how to pronounce it but we have been saying “Q - R - ishing” because it uses QR 
codes to send users to fake URLs and websites. If you are not sure what a QR code is or how it works read 
the little box in the left column.

QRishing!
A new security threat is rising - It is called …

A “Quick Response” code is a 
computer generated image that 
can link to information on the 
Internet.  

In a lot of ways it is like a special 
bar code for getting you to a 
specific URL (an Internet 
address).  

With many phones you can point 
your camera at a QR code and 
your phone will ask if you want to 
visit that site in your browser. 

The QR code above will take 
you to our newsletter page.

What  
is a  

QR  
  code?

QR codes are found it lots of places these days: on Websites, in 
Apps, in Newspapers and Magazines, in Print and Online 
Advertising, on Flyers in your “snail mail”, and Grocery stores, and 
even on Individual products. They even are used to help you order 
fast food. 

QRishing is sort of variation on phishing. The QRcode sends the 
user to a fake page so that the attacker can capture the user’s 
credentials or other private information and use it to compromise 
financial accounts or sensitive data. 

QR codes are an easy way to transact business; but, they also 
pose a significant security threat to your mobile device because 
once the QR code is scanned, the code embedded in the QR code 
automatically executes.  

QR Codes are easy to generate. Lots of sites and apps will let you 
create QR codes. Due to the fact that the data looks random, it is 
difficult to determine whether a QR Code is real or fake. 

The best thing to do is to check the Uniform Resource Location 
(URL) before allowing a QR Code to open a browser to mitigate the 
risk of phishing, malware or other adverse consequences. 

An article from Forbes Magazine about the dangers of QR codes 
can be viewed and listened to at http://go.gstric.org/509-QRcode 

Kindness Quotes
You can always, always give something, even if it is only kindness.       - Anne Frank

Cleverne
ss is a g

ift. 

Kindness is 
a choic

e.  

         
 - Jeff 

Bezos

Can you find your own kindness quotes?
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TikTok app safety: What parents need to know  
     http://go.gstric.org/509-TikTok-Safety  
New TikTok Tools Promote Kindness Online  
     http://go.gstric.org/509-TikTok-Tools 

What makes you Tik? Or for that matter, What makes you Tok?  Practice Kindness on TikTok. 

TikTok has started an animated video series that 
shows how people have countered bullying online. 
They express the impact these harmful experiences 
can have and why it is important to offer kindness 
and not negativity! 



May 2022 Poster

“It’s Cool to be Kind Online!”
From the GST BOCES Digital Citizenship Team

Visit our website at http://dc.gstboces.org

http://dc.gstboces.org
http://go.gstric.org/509-kind-online
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